
Gulliver’s Travels

I. New words:
Autobiography
Giants
Creature
Curiosity
Trumpet
Astonishment
Thunder
Monster
Bellowing
Inhabited

II. Word meanings:
Bellowing - Very loud noise
Inhabitants – occupants
Barren – land with no vegetation
Astonishment – greatly surprised
Crumbled – broken into pieces
Grab – pick suddenly
Rocky – full of rocks
Dozen – twelve

III. Answer the following questions:
1. Who are the characters in this story?

Ans: Gulliver, captain, giants, farmer and his wife along with their
baby are the characters in this story.

2. Why did the captain send the men to the land?
Ans: The captain sent the men to the land to find water.

3. When did they discover land?
Ans: They discovered land on 16th of June 1730.

4. What kind of people did Gulliver meet there?
Ans: Gulliver met a huge creature with seven Giants.

5. Why did the giant carry a reaping hook?
Ans: The giant carried a reaping hook to reap corn.

6. Who was Gulliver?
Ans: Gulliver was a sailor.

7. Why was Gulliver not able to climb the fence?
Ans: Gulliver was not able to climb the fence because he was very
short and every step of fence was six feet high.



8. Name the creature to whom you would look like Gulliver. The
creature is now extinct. The name of that creature begins with the
letter D?
Ans: Dinosaur

IV. Complete the following:
1. As light as a feather
2. As slow as tortoise
3. As sweet as honey
4. As white as snow
5. As strong as an ox
6. As cold as ice
7. As red as rose
8. As warm as a toast
9. As gentle as a breeze
10. As black as night

V. Complete the following sentences:
1. The old man’s hair is as white as snow.
2. His feet were as cold as ice.
3. The newspaper boy was as slow as tortoise.
4. I felt as light as a feather after exercise.

VI. Create your own comparisons:
1. As tall as giraffe.
2. As fast as cheetah
3. As high as sky
4. As tiny as ant
5. As angry as lion
6. As brave as soldier

VII. Degrees of comparison:
When we compare two things or people we add –er or more.
When we compare three or more things or people we add –est or
most.
Positive degree Comparative degree Superlative degree
Fast faster fastest
slow slower slowest
big bigger biggest
tiny tinier Tiniest
small smaller smallest
Light Lighter lightest
High Higher Highest
Heavy Heavier Heaviest



Good Better Best
Difficult More difficult Most difficult
Bad Worse Worst
Beautiful More beautiful Most beautiful
Clever Cleverer Cleverest
Intelligent More intelligent Most intelligent
Bright brighter Brightest

VIII. Punctuate the following sentences:

(i) next Wednesday my sister mita is going to join the state bank of india
(ii) the dog wags its tail when its pleased but a cat waves its tail when
its angry .
(iii) when I went fishing I caught an old shoe a plastic bag and a bad cold
(iv) she fed the baby washed the dishes put the lights off and went to
sleep
(v) wasn’t tim born on the 26th of january 1989
(vi) oh no the bus has gone
Ans. (i) Next Wednesday my sister, Mita is going to join the State Bank of
India.
(ii) The dog wags its tail when it’s pleased but a cat waves its tail when
it’s angry.
(iii) When I went fishing I caught an old shoe, a plastic bag and a bad cold.
(iv) She fed the baby, washed the dishes, put the lights off and went to
sleep.
(v) Wasn’t Tim born on the 26th of January 1989?
(vi) Oh, no! The bus has gone.


